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GARY REPORT
A Dream And The Scarlet Thread
For your benefit, I am going to relate to you a spiritual dream I had well before the
Bride revelation. It is a dream that I have recalled many times in my life, especially
when I went through times of difficulty, including the loss of my family. I am sharing it
here because the final outcome is most hopeful. And frankly, that dream is as real
today as the day I was given it.
It began with me in an elegant theater with red velvet seating, plush red carpet, and
subdued light. And suddenly, it completely filled with water and then large tentacles
of many octopuses were trying to capture me as I thrashed around underwater, but
they could not get me. And as fast as the water came in, it disappeared and I began
walking out of the theater and the red carpet was soggy wet.
I proceeded out the front door of this elegant structure and stood on the sprawling front
porch, when a man came walking towards me wearing a from-the-past diving helmet
over his head, a diving suit, dragging an air hose behind him, and maybe had a knife in
his hand. I looked at him as he entered the theater and thought, “Well, at least he
knows what he’s getting into.” And by the way, he was going into Christianity, which
this building represented, and from which I came out of.
The porch and the exterior of the theater were made of rich marble, having all the
appearances of a Washington, D.C., structure in both size and grandeur. I then walked
down the multiple front steps and continued forward down the sidewalk and
proceeded to get into a car and drove away down a slight hill. But I was quickly in
great trouble, for before me was a “T” intersection with a busy street and the light was
red for me. Cars were whizzing down it in both directions, and suddenly the car I was
in began to spin around and around like a top right into the intersection and turned left
and then stopped. Amazingly, I made it through the intersection. I then got out of the
car, walked across the street, and proceeding full circle began walking back up the
grounds of the magnificent edifice I had just come out of—again, Christianity.
But something unique was now coming from it. The marble edifice was maybe a
hundred yards in length, and from it I heard the sounds of large chains rattling. I lifted
up my hands with my palms pointing to the back of the structure, and as I slowly began
to move them to my left towards the front, there were the sounds of large metal doors
being slammed as my palms swept by. Bam! Bam! Bam, they went! And with each
sound of the closing doors, the chains grew silent, until there was complete silence. I
knew that evil demons were being locked up! From there I continued back up to the
building and up the side steps of the magnificent porch and then to the same spot
where I had begun.
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With that, once again I began walking down those same steps. But before I continue,
please allow me to tell you more of the meaning of this. It is a testimony of my life that
was laid before me, as well as a testimony of the church, the kingdom of God.
Briefly, concerning my life, the octopus tentacles trying to get me in the elegant theater
was Christianity. And having come out of it, the spinning car that miraculously made it
through the busy intersection when I had a red light, described my life and the
multiple, multiple things that could have destroyed me in the years that followed in the
Bride, including the loss of my family. But they did not destroy me. It is a wonder that
I have even made it, many times thinking that I could be destroyed. And of course the
demons and chains and the slamming doors all speak of the actions of Satan’s demons
in the church and them being bound. And this brings us back up to the steps.
From that same location, once again I went down the steps. But this time off to my left
was a dark cave opening. I was going to go into it and knew there was evil in its
darkness, and once again lifted up my palms before me and began my decent down
into the darkness.
As I proceeded into the thick darkness, soon I realized that to my right there was a
banister, and on the other side of it were gray statue-like figures of people who were
frozen in various action stances as if life had suddenly halted for each one of them. I
still had my hands up in front of me, and suddenly I could feel them reaching out and
touching me on my right arm and were thereupon regaining their life. Regarding these,
I do believe they are the beginning of the Bride who come to life out of a work of death.
At that time I saw a bright light before me, and upon approaching that area that was
now brilliantly lit up, it was a large open chamber. Located on the back side of it was a
platform about ten feet long and eight feet deep, and a foot and a half tall. Standing on
it were the apostles who were in white robes. There were three rows from right to left,
each with four men, as seen here—though one would be empty.
12 11 10 9
8 7 6 5
4 3 2 1
I walked over to the left and stepped up on the platform, passing between the last two
men in the first row, and the same in the second row, and then in the last row I stepped
into the twelfth place which was empty, completing the twelve. (Keep in mind, I knew
nothing whatsoever about the Bride when this dream was given, and was not
specifically aware of who these men were, what this meant, and the great significance of
it. That would not come until years later with the revelation of the Bride.) There I
turned around and stood with the eleven apostles, myself in the place of the twelfth.
Obviously, this would be the place of Judas, who was always numbered as the twelfth
apostle. And of course that office went to Satan. As testified by Moses at the burning
bush, the staff turned into the serpent, Satan. The office of the twelfth apostle that was
held by a man, turned into the serpent for two thousand years, and today has to go back
to a man— the Elijah. This is the sign that causes belief in Exodus 4:1-5 for the people of
Yahweh, and there is indeed a recent consistent testimony that this transition back to a
man has now taken place.
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In the Report “Lifting Up Others Higher Than Yourself,” I shared the amazing and
unique experience how I took a black snake by the tail, the end, and then cast it out of
my yard. Moses took up the snake by the end and it turned back into the staff. It was
not until the next day that I realized the correlation when Moses did the same, and do
believe that that experience came to me in the natural as a testimony of that which has
now taken place in the spiritual, in the heavenlies. And greatly affirming this, all of the
terrible drama and violent deaths that had plagued us in Kenya since my third trip
there in last December, suddenly ceased! And not has it just ceased, but since then the
brothers have restored their teaching schedules, and positive progress and favor with
the Kenyan government regarding my scheduled return trip there has proceeded.
I do believe that this could indeed be the testimony that the office of the twelfth apostle
has now gone back to a man, and Satan has lost his place, which he has held ever since
Judas hanged himself. And it would seem that Satan must now lift up the Mordecai on
the King’s horse and declare, “Thus it shall be done to the man whom the [K]ing desires
to honor” (Esther 6:9). It could well be that with his loss of the office of the twelfth
apostle, which he has held for two thousand years, he now has to fulfill the testimony of
Esther 6 where, to his equal surprise, Haman (a clear type of Satan) has to exalt
Mordecai in a way that he himself thought that he would be exalted.
What Satan has done for evil for two thousand years, he now has to do for good. And
of course his doom is still fixed, even as it was with Haman, when his wife and his wise
men declared:
“If Mordecai, before whom you have begun to fall, is of Jewish origin, you will
not overcome him, but will surely fall before him” (vs. 13).
Amen! Haman was then hung on the fifty cubits gallows that he had built in order to
hang Mordecai (7:9-10). And Satan too will now come to his “demise” and be chained
in the abyss throughout the Millennial Reign. Now, let me tell you something that the
Father has shown to me at this very time. It is amazing!
Let us rehearse once again what the office of the twelfth apostle is. It is the office that
originated with Judas, who was always numbered as the twelfth. That office was first
held by a man, Judas, but at the last supper before Yahshua’s crucifixion, Satan very
clearly entered into him (Luke 22:3, John 13:27). Satan possessed him and Judas went
out and betrayed the Son of God for thirty pieces of silver, and afterwards hung
himself. With this possession, Satan now held the office of the twelfth apostle. The
apostles should have never cast lots to fill it; and with Satan’s possession of that office,
therein began the corruption of the church for two thousand years. BUT most
assuredly, as with Haman in his last hours, it will actually work out for good. Let us
see.
In the words of Satan himself, the kingdom of God came early. It was “before the time”
(Matthew 8:29). Satan knew that Yahshua was not due until the seventh “day,” the
sabbath, and that he still had a legal right to another two thousand years. Wanting to
insure that he got those remaining years, he thereby asked to be cast into the like two
thousand swine (Christianity Mark 5:13). And upon receiving this affirmation, he then
took all two thousand of the swine into the sea of death. Such has been the fate of swine
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Christianity to this day. As swine they split the hoof, having the kingdom, but do not
chew the cud—they cannot ascend into heaven and descend back to the earth. And this
was the same fateful destiny attested by the son who equally received his inheritance
too early and squandered it and ended up with the, none other than, swine (Luke 15:1124). The kingdom equally came early, and it too went to the swine—Christianity.
So, Satan has had a right to take kingdom man to death for two thousand years. And
what now has to happen to the kingdom? The reality is that the kingdom went to the
first Remnant for a year and a half, and it then breached for two thousand years with
Christianity under the headship of Satan, and now has to return to the fulfilling second
Remnant, thus affording the critical covenant pattern of: Bride—Body of Christ—Bride.
But let us look at this closer. Judas had the office of the twelfth apostle, which in truth
is for the Elijah who ascends alive. But as the first-bird work of Leviticus 14, he had to
fail and die, paying the price so that the second-bird work, the Elijah, could ascend
alive. And as noted, Satan occupies that breach period, and is identified with the color
red, or scarlet.
Judas—scarlet Satan—Elijah
Additionally, this is the same pattern of the birth of the two sons of Tamar (Genesis
38:27-30). First-born Zerah extended his hand out of the womb and the midwife “tied a
scarlet thread on his hand, saying, ‘This one came out first.’” So, first Remnant Zerah
received the rights of the first-born. And then, of course, the breach came—Perez
Christianity was breach, the midwife now declaring, “What a breach you have made for
yourself!” (“Perez” means “breach.”) And then the one with the scarlet thread on his
hand was born, the second Remnant now coming forth.
Zerah—Perez—Zerah
And as well, this was the pattern of the two birds of Leviticus 14. Verse 4 states: “…
then the priest shall give orders to take two live clean birds and cedar wood and a
scarlet string and hyssop for the one who is to be cleansed.” The first Remnant first
bird is killed over running water and its blood collected in an earthen vessel, and then
the second Remnant second bird is dipped in the blood of the first bird, along with the
scarlet thread and other items. So we see attested once again that the scarlet thread,
which was there for the entire process, was a critical part of insuring that the second
Remnant second bird would ascend alive.
And finally, Rahab, the harlot, was preserved alive as well, along with the others with
her, by tying a scarlet thread in her window: “We shall be free from this oath to you
which you have made us swear, unless, when we come into the land, you tie this cord
of scarlet thread in the window through which you let us down …” (Joshua 2:17-18).
So, we ask a vital probing question for this critical moment in time: What is the scarlet
thread in the two thousand years of the church that (1) insured that the two-part Zerah
Remnant had the right of the first born, (2) insured that the second Remnant second
bird would not die, and (3) insured that the household of the first Remnant harlot and
the second Remnant would be preserved alive when the trumpet sounds and all the
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people of Israel shout (Joshua 6:20). This is also spoken of in 1 Thessalonians 4:16-18,
which will be quoted shortly.
Clearly, this matter of the scarlet thread is specifically tied/related to the Bride. So
again, what specifically is the scarlet thread that is clearly attested per both the first
Remnant and the second Remnant? In truth, that thread must span the entirety of the
two thousand years of the church, like unto the testimony of Pisces.

So, what can endure a period of two thousand years that is this scarlet thread? None
other than Satan, who thereby keeps the office of the twelfth apostle alive and available
the entire time. Satan, who is the “scarlet beast” in Revelation 17:3, is the essential
scarlet thread: “And he carried me away in the Spirit into a wilderness; and I saw a
woman sitting on a scarlet beast, full of blasphemous names, having seven heads and
ten horns.” This woman is mystery Babylon Christianity who commits harlotry with
the world; and the scarlet beast, Satan, is the scarlet thread that keeps the office of the
Elijah alive for two thousand years! Amazing and wonderful to behold!
Judas—Satan—Elijah
Yahweh uses evil to preserve the way for good. And this is equally the period of the
church where the kingdom is corrupted—the breach! Again, it is staff—serpent—staff!
And the fact is that Satan preserved the staff work through those two thousand years.
He entered into Judas in order to do evil. He gained and had that office out of his own
pride. But he has now lost that office, as did Haman, and that to his shame as well!
Now he must lift up the “Mordecai”! Thus the office held by Satan now turns to good
and deliverance.
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This is MOST amazing! And only if you plow with the heifer can you see and
understand these things. They are preserved for the Bride. Blessed be Yahweh! And
we are grateful for the scarlet thread, for with it, as promised to Rahab the harlot and
those with her, we will not die! We too have committed harlotry with the world, but
Yahweh will have mercy on us. And instead of dying, we will ascend alive, equally at
the sound of the long, long awaited trumpet! Amen!
And with further relevant and amazing evidence, for six days the Israelites marched
around Jericho in complete silence, and for six thousand years Jericho has been
marched around in complete and utter silence. For six thousand years man has not
known what Yahweh God has been doing, and will now know and understand. Only
the Elijah and the Bride have had their eyes opened to see. And now on the seventh
day the trumpets will sound and there too will be the long awaited shout!
For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of
the archangel and with the trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first.
Then we who are alive and remain will be caught up together with them in the
clouds to meet the Lord in the air, and so we shall always be with the Lord.
Therefore comfort one another with these words (1 Thessalonians 4:16-18).
We, the Bride, will finally enter into the true Promised Land—being carried up into
heaven, being there with Immanuel for fifteen days, and return in born-from-above
bodies to rule and reign with Him. Amen, and praise Yahweh forevermore!
The Lord our God has obtained the victory, and Satan, the scarlet thread, has in truth
availed the office of Judas, the twelfth apostle, to a man today. And, this is the like
testimony when in the dream I went down into the cave of death and stood in the place
of Judas, the twelfth apostle. And, I have now taken up the serpent by the tail, the end.
Blessed be Yahweh forever! Amen!
Gary
PS: You will need to read this twice or more, to more fully grasp it.

